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Abstract
The large-scale international migration in the 21st century
has emerged as a major threat to the global health
equity movement. Not only has the volume of migration
substantially increased but also the patterns of migration
have become more complex. This paper began by focusing
on the drivers of international migration and how health
inequalities are linked to migration. Situating migration
within the broader structural contexts, the paper calls for
using the unharnessed potential of the intersectionality
framework to advance immigrant health research. Despite
coming from poorer socioeconomic backgrounds and
facing disparities in the host society, the immigrants are
often paradoxically shown to be healthier than the native
population, although this health advantage diminishes
over time. Studies on immigrant health, however, are
traditionally informed by the acculturation framework
which holds the assimilation of unhealthy lifestyles
primarily responsible for immigrant health deterioration,
diverting the attention away from the structural factors.
Although the alternative structural framework came
up with the promise to explore the structural factors,
it is criticised for an overwhelming focus on access
to healthcare and inadequate attention to institutional
and societal contexts. However, the heterogeneity of
the immigrant population across multiple dimensions
of vulnerability demands a novel approach that can
bring to the fore both premigratory and postmigratory
contextual factors and adequately capture the picture of
immigrant health. The paper concludes by questioning
the acculturation perspective and pushing the structural
paradigm to embrace the intersectionality framework
which has the potential to address a wide range of
vulnerabilities that intersect to produce health inequalities
among the immigrants.
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Introduction
There has been a dramatic increase in international migration over the last two decades,
and it is continuously on the rise in an
increasingly globalised context with substantial implications for population health policy
and research. The number of international
migrants was estimated to be 272 million in
2019—up from 244 million in 2015.1 While a
negative view towards immigration is growing

Summary box
►► The rapid growth of international migrants in a glo-

balised context and the heterogeneity of immigrant
populations pose a big challenge to public health
policy and research.
►► The empirical literature on immigrant health broadly
showcase a ‘healthy immigrant effect’, with concurrent evidence of downward health trajectory over
time.
►► From the acculturation perspective, the assimilation
of unhealthy behaviours is to blame for immigrants’
downward health trajectory while the traditional
structural framework attributes it to restricted access to healthcare.
►► Immigration itself is determined by economic, social,
political and environmental factors, and hence its
association with health cannot be clearly understood
independent of the upstream causal forces.
►► The modern intersectionality framework has the potential to advance immigrant health research through
a simultaneous focus on multiple dimensions of systematic vulnerabilities and discrimination.

at a global level with people in many destination countries, especially in Europe and
America, preferring to decrease their current
level of immigration,2 the number of international migrants is projected to reach a staggering 405 million in 2050 and the current
rate of increase has even surpassed the
scale
previous projection due to the large-
displacements occuring globally in most
recent years.1 The forces of globalisation,
economic pressures, climate change and
environmental degradation, political violence
and human rights abuses are said to be the
major drivers of this unprecedented human
mobility worldwide.1 3
If the international migrants were to
comprise a nation state, it would be the fifth
largest country on the planet in terms of
the size of the population. Although human
mobility is not a new phenomenon, the rapid
increase of the worldwide migration flows in
the contemporary world has no precedence
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What drives migration internationally?
The dynamics of population movements are quite
complex and varied. The key issues are whether such
movements are internal displacements or cross-border
movements, whether the decision to migrate is forced
or voluntary and whether migration takes the form of
temporary, circular or permanent movements.8 Whatever the type of migration is, the core choice involves
calculating the risks and benefits of moving versus
staying and the ultimate decision to move may be
influenced by a wide range of economic, social, demographic, political and environmental factors which
include improving income and standards of living,
pursuing quality education, getting reunited with
family members, escaping political persecution and
getting rid of environmental threats. None of these
factors, however, act in isolation; they tend to operate
in combination with each other. Also, the effects of
these factors on migration are likely to be confounded
by the migrant’s personal circumstances such as class,
ethnicity, religion, language, cost of moving, social
networks and the immigration laws.9 10

As migration has emerged as a global phenomenon at
the turn of the 21st century, globalisation provides the
key context for understanding the international migration flows. While globalisation is said to be positively
associated with overall economic development further
bringing with it a variety of social, political and health
benefits,11 the benefits are disproportionately distributed across national borders. This ‘asymmetrical’ character of contemporary globalisation exacerbates social
and economic inequities both between and within countries.12 International migration can be seen as a reflection
of global inequalities between countries. To the extent
that migration is primarily driven by economic incentives, global income inequality serves as a major ‘push
factor’ that motivates people to emigrate in order to look
for opportunities elsewhere. As Black and colleagues13
have so aptly put it: ‘International migration is a powerful
symbol of global inequality, whether in terms of wages,
labour market opportunities, or lifestyles. Millions of
workers and their families move each year across borders
and across continents, seeking to reduce what they see as
the gap between their own position and that of people in
other, wealthier, places.’ Today, globalisation has made
international transportation and communication much
faster and easier than ever before. As a result, not only
has the scale of international migration accelerated but
also the character of migration flows has altered substantially—from the typically permanent migrations of the
past to the circular or temporary migrations in current
times.14 15
In concert with the accelerating pace of globalisation
processes, climate change or environmental degradation has emerged as a leading trigger factor of migration in recent times and is predicted to give rise to even
greater population movements in the coming years. By
the middle of the current century, the number of environmental migrants, both internally displaced and international, is estimated to reach as high as 250 million,8
a figure which outnumbers the current stock of international migrants. Throughout human history, migration has always been an important adaptation strategy
in response to adverse environmental conditions.
Whereas the internally displaced people constituted
the vast majority of environmental migrants in the past,
the volume of international movements is of increasing
significance.16 Moreover, in contrast to the historical
experience of mass displacements resulting from natural
environmental disasters, today the world has started
witnessing a new trend of population movements due to
human-induced climate change. Global warming and its
inevitable product—the rise of sea levels—is the predominant feature of this climate change which is primarily
driven by human-
generated emissions of greenhouse
gases. However, climate change itself may rarely be
directly linked to international displacements but is likely
to exacerbate the existing vulnerabilities and generate
slow onset environmental effects (eg, drought, rising
sea levels, land degradation) which in turn may affect
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in human history. Not only the migration flows that have
substantially gone upward but also the patterns of migration have themselves become more complex and diversified over time, necessitating an increased attention to the
determinants of migration.
While the lives of the immigrants are shaped by social,
economic and political structures, policies and institutions in their homelands, they experience new sociopolitical and economic conditions in the countries of
destination where they live under discriminatory policies
and often lack access to critical health resources.4 Migration is thus accompanied by enormous consequences
on the daily lives of the people who migrate and is often
shown to be negatively associated with adverse health
risks and outcomes.5 6 However, most studies examining
the association between migration and health tend to
overlook the immigrants’ migratory experiences and
background circumstances from the country of origin.7
This is a serious cause for concern since any association
between a postmigration experience and health might
theoretically be confounded by the events experienced
prior to or during migration. Drawing on existing literature, the current paper aims to:
►► Provide an overview of the major forces that drive the
cross-border population movements and how health
inequalities are shaped by the structural processes of
immigration and marginalisation.
►► Present a critique of the two theoretical frameworks
that are commonly used to explain the health status
of immigrant populations: the cultural framework
and the structural framework.
►► Highlight the potential of the intersectionality framework to better document and understand immigrant
health.
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Immigration, ‘othering’ and health inequalities
‘Othering’ is a process that effectively sets up a distance
between ‘us’ and ‘them’ and the individuals positioned
as the ‘other’ experience this as a ‘process of marginalisation, disempowerment and social exclusion’.17 Viruell-
Fuentes18 points to the potential pathways through which
‘othering’ might affect the health of the immigrants and
their descendants. Viruell-Fuentes argues that ‘othering’
is a function of structural racism and as such contributes
to the shaping of the ethnic/racial status of the immigrants. This in turn influences the more proximate pathways to health including stress, fear, experience of prejudice and violence, access to healthcare, safe work and
housing. Consequently, the immigrants are more likely
to be unemployed, work in low paid jobs, end up in low
status neighbourhoods and report poorer health than
the native population.5
While all migrants might be the victims of the ‘othering’
process, the forced migrants such as the refugees, asylum
seekers and irregular migrants are more likely to experience it than voluntary migrants. Grove and Zwi17 highlighted how the forced migrants are constructed as the
‘other’ in their place of destination and are systematically
set apart from the mainstream society. Forced migrants
typically flee away from countries where access to healthcare is limited and exposure to ill-health is substantial.
Each stage of the journey of forced migrants—predeparture, travel, arrival and return—is accompanied by
health hazards. Their journey to the host country is often
dangerously prolonged and marked by an ongoing fear
of uncertainty, anxiety, insecurity, separation from family,
exploitation, lack of food and shelter, sexual abuse,
violence, injury and even deaths.19 These prior exposures
of the migrants are further exacerbated by the process
of ‘othering’ and have profound implications for immigrant health and well-being.
Refugees and asylum-seekers are rarely perceived as
the carriers of skills and capacities to the new society;
they are rather perceived as a threat to national security
and ‘vectors of infectious diseases’ which in turn leads to
a focus on the protection from the refugees instead of
protection of the refugees. This is clearly reflected in the
complex security measures including heightened level
of frontier control, restricted visas, screening, deterring,
detention and so forth.17 Even when the migrants are
welcomed, the fear of repatriation and concerns about
future safety and security persist. Empirical evidence
suggests that the sustained periods of severe stress
before, during and after the migration leads to the development of mental illnesses including depression and
post-traumatic stress disorders.5 This is particularly problematic for the undocumented migrants who remain
excluded from the health, welfare and social services for
a prolonged period of time. Moreover, the vulnerability
Hossin MZ. BMJ Global Health 2020;5:e001938. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2019-001938

to illness due to the structural process of ‘othering’ may
be further compounded by the background characteristics of the migrants (eg, gender, age, disability status,
class, geography and religion), putting certain groups of
migrants at greater risks than others.3
Majority of the existing body of literature linking
migration to health lend support to the so-called ‘healthy
immigrant effect’ hypothesis which postulates that the
health of immigrants is significantly better in comparison with their native counterparts in terms of mortality,
chronic diseases and mental health outcomes.6 20–29 Such
a pattern of health appears to be paradoxical given the
relatively poor socioeconomic background of the immigrants as well as the socioeconomic disparities they face in
the receiving country. The healthy migrant effect is typically attributed to the process of selective out-migration
(ie, only the healthier people are led to migrate).22 23 30 A
further hypothesis proposed to explain the lower mortality
among immigrants underlies the concept of ‘salmon
bias’ which suggests that the socio-economically unsuccessful immigrants with a higher risk of mortality have
a tendency to return to their home country, leading to
an underestimation of migrant mortality in the host
country.31–33 The reported health advantage of the immigrants, however, does not usually persist over time. Several
studies, for instance, indicate that the immigrants living
for several years in the host country have worse health
than the newly arrived immigrants or the native population, implying an erosion of immigrant health over time
and across generations.20 25–28 34
Traditional theoretical approaches to immigrant
health
The cultural framework
While the literature provides evidence in support of an
initial healthy effect and a subsequent decline in health,
the mechanisms underlying this health transition are
still poorly understood. The most dominant explanation typically comes from the cultural framework that
views culture as the primary determinant of individual
level health behaviours. According to this view, culture
impinges on health outcomes via influencing social
networks and individual health behaviours (eg, smoking,
drinking, calorie-dense diet and less physical activity). As
the immigrants arrive in a new society, they abandon the
cultural practices of their country of origin and quickly
adapt to those from the host country, leading to a progressive deterioration of their health status.35 Central to the
cultural explanation is the concept of acculturation, an
individual level process in which immigrants take on the
culture and habits of the mainstream population. To the
extent that this process influences health risk behaviours,
acculturation is negatively associated with health.4
The acculturation approach is often critiqued to be
empirically deficit since it loosely defines and operationalises the variables of culture. Also, it holds an ethnocentric view by assuming a mainstream culture toward
3
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the livelihoods of people, their migration behaviour and
health and well-being.8
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The structural framework
There has increasingly been a shift in focus from the
popular acculturation framework to a structural framework that aims to consider the role of macro level social
forces in producing and reproducing health inequalities among the immigrants. Current research using
this framework tends to focus on access to healthcare
or the barriers to accessing healthcare and on health
outcomes directly linked to migration status or the living
and working conditions of the immigrants. Access to
healthcare has been the most common structural factor
explored in the literature,36–38 although access is considered to be a downstream product of a wider sphere of
upstream structural conditions.4 39 The exploration of
other institutional and social contexts is relatively limited
and mostly concerns the circumstances in the host society
(eg, racial discrimination,40 lack of legal status41 and
workplace issues42), while the country-of-origin circumstances are often overlooked. Only a few studies have
attempted to explicitly assess the role of the premigratory
conditions in the postmigration health trajectories.7 34 43
Based on panel data from 19 European countries, the
study by Bousmah and colleagues34 reveals that while
the health of the native and foreign-born populations
converges over time, there is substantial effect heterogeneity depending on the wealth of the countries of birth.
Corroborating this finding, an American study concludes
that the level of income inequality at the place of birth
negatively affects postmigration health trajectories independent of the national income and life expectancy at
the countries of origin.7

also from various health promoting resources.4 45 Although
the WHO-led SDH agenda is an important development
to this end,46 47 it does not specifically identify migration
as a social determinant of health and is criticised for its
overwhelming priority on the ‘health gradient’ in relation to socioeconomic class at the expense of migration,
ethnicity and other categorical determinants of ‘health
gaps’.48 However, migration itself serves as a major source
of social stratification and substantially contributes to the
patterning of health inequalities by influencing other
spheres of social life. In the SDH framework, migration
is viewed as both a consequence of social determinants
such as poverty, unemployment, living conditions and
access to social services and a powerful social determinant affecting all of these areas.4 Positioning immigration
as a key social determinant of health, the SDH approach
seeks to explain the health outcomes of immigrants as a
function of their social contexts in which they ‘are born,
grow, live, work and age’.46

Modern theoretical approaches to immigrant health
The social determinants of health framework
The social determinants of health (SDH) approach
shifts the focus from the downstream factors to the more
upstream ‘causes of the causes’ in the causal pathways
influencing health.39 44 Some scholars are arguing for
using the untapped potential of the structural framework
within the SDH framework that acknowledges the role of
social and policy-related factors in shaping individuals’
lives and how these factors operate to exclude certain
groups and communities not only from medical care but

The intersectionality framework
Intersectionality is a powerful theoretical approach
that aligns itself with the structural/SDH framework
and offers important insights into the social structures
of power and exclusionary practices. Since the conventional structural and cultural frameworks have limited
utility in explaining the multifactorial health disadvantages in the immigrants, intersectionality is now acknowledged as an alternative theoretical perspective that can
bring to the fore both premigration and postmigration
contextual factors complicating the picture of immigrant
health. Originated from black feminist and critical race
thoughts,49 50 intersectionality has the goal to empower
those who are multiply marginalised. Kimberle Crenshaw, a legal scholar and black feminist theorist, is credited with having introduced the term 'intersectionality'
in her groundbreaking work in 1989.49 Since then, it has
travelled a long way from a theory into an analytical tool
and from the feminist literature to a variety of academic
disciplines including social, behavioural and health
sciences.51 Crenshaw contended that the single-
axis
analysis on the basis of sex alone or race alone obscures
the multiple dimensions of discrimination and violence
experienced by the women of colour49 52—an argument
that serves as the core spirit of intersectionality theory.
Although intersectionality has become a buzzword,
there is still a lack of consensus on what might be
regarded as an intersectional approach to research. A
working definition recently proposed by Else-Quest and
Hyde53 identified three essential elements of intersectionality: (1) Individuals are characterised by multiple
socially constructed categories including gender, race,
social class, immigration and these social categories
are intertwined. (2) Membership in any of the social
categories is linked to power and inequality. (3) Social
categories are characteristics of the individuals as well
as of the social contexts and as such their meanings are
fluid and dynamic. In order for any study to qualify as

4
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which the immigrants or minority groups are presumed
to be acculturating.4 Moreover, a core criticism against
the acculturation model is that it takes a victim-blaming
approach by putting the onus on the individuals. In this
approach, culture is seen to be embedded within the
individual rather than a socially constructed system18 and
hence, the responsibility of adopting healthy cultural
practices lies with the individual. Studies based on the
acculturation framework, therefore, divert the attention
from the structural factors, for example, access to healthcare and differences in labour markets, and obscures
the role these factors play in the unequal distribution of
health outcomes among the immigrants.
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An intersectional approach to migrant health does
not require an entirely new set of methods. The existing
theoretical and methodological tools underpinning the
intersectionality framework can be extremely useful
in the immigrant health context, particularly to delve
deeply into the paradoxical ‘healthy immigrant effect’
frequently reported in the literature which might be due
in part to immigrant heterogeneity that is often unaccounted for. It is evident that the intersectionality framework calls for a thorough and rigorous investigation
of the complex interactions between migration status,
marginalisation processes and other forms of discrimination in the production of health inequalities.35 The plausibility that the effects of migration on health conditions
are altered by the effects of other social identities and
positions65 requires an increased attention to the ways in
which different axes of social stratification, for example,
migration status, gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic
position, sexual orientation, disability and religion intersect with each other. The demand of a broad intersectional approach to migration is to attend to the hierarchy
of social determinants prevailing across the whole migratory trajectory, that is, the determinants originating from
the countries of origin, transit and destination.66

Conclusions
While the decision of migration is influenced by a complex
interlocking of a wide variety of economic, social, political
and environmental stressors, there has been a growing
awareness to put these factors into the broader context
of globalisation and climate change within which international migration now occurs. Globalisation promotes
growth and development but at the cost of widening
inequalities and environmental deterioration which, in
turn, stimulate and sometimes force people to move in
search of better life chances and a better living environment. Therefore, the contemporary upsurge in international migration is a visible consequence of globalisation.
The interplay between globalisation and environment in
combination with the local socio-political contexts has
reportedly accelerated this trend in recent times, with
human-induced climate change emerging as a dominant
factor that is likely to drive population movements in the
foreseeable future.
If migration would not impact on health and health
inequalities, the growing phenomenon of migration
would just be an issue of academic interest without being a
genuine cause for public health concern. However, migration does affect health through processes that systematically exacerbate vulnerabilities to health hazards, thereby
challenging the global health equity movement. The
migrants can actually be a healthier group compared to
both the population they join and the population they
leave behind, with the exception of the forced migrants.
However, the healthy profile of the migrants tends to be
offset over time as they settle in the new society.
5
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intersectional, it is not enough to merely test interactions
between different social strata.54 An intersectionality-
motivated study must pay attention to the structures of
power, privilege and oppression (eg, sexism, racism and
classism) that shape the social experiences of people with
different intersectional identities.
Nowadays, there has been a growing interest in the
application of the intersectionality scholarship to the
investigation of health inequalities. Whereas intersectionality as a framework has gained prominence in
qualitative research, suitable methodological strategies
in quantitative research have only recently begun to
emerge keeping pace with the theoretical advance.54–60
Two methodological approaches can be distinguished
in the intersectional quantitative literature: the fixed
effects approach and the Multilevel Analysis of Individual Heterogeneity and Discriminatory Accuracy
(MAIHDA) approach.61 The conventional fixed effects
model examines intersections either by accommodating
the additive main effects of the social strata as well as all
possible interaction terms59 or by using cross-classified
categories representing intersections between social
groups (eg, unemployed foreign-born women).62 63 This
analytical strategy is particularly useful when the dimensions of identity are relatively few. However, as more categories of identity, position and social process are added
to the analysis, the number of parameters grows geometrically since the model has to allow all possible combinations of first, second and higher order interaction terms.
This inevitably gives rise to a number of methodological
concerns regarding model fit and parsimony, reliability
of estimates due to low statistical power in some intersectional strata, and the issue of interpretability of the
parameters.59 60
Most of the limitations associated with the fixed effects
approach are effectively handled by a multilevel intersectional approach, termed as MAIHDA, which is a recent
methodological innovation59 60 64 and is hailed as the
‘gold standard’ for investigating health inequalities at the
intersection of multiple social dimensions.61 Multilevel
modelling is typically used to account for clustering or
similarity between individuals, a phenomenon induced
by a shared context. The intersectional MAIHDA is a
two-level hierarchical model in which the individuals are
nested within the macro societal context represented by
a matrix of intersectional social strata which is defined
by the unique combinations of all social identities or
variables considered in the analysis. While the characteristics such as gender, race, class and migration status
are modelled as individual-level variables in the fixed
effects or the classical multilevel approach, the same
variables are explicitly modelled as the properties of the
social context in the MAIHDA approach. The practical
advantages of the MAIHDA model over the conventional
model are that the former adjusts for sample sizes by
default and assesses interaction effects, without having to
fit any interaction terms, through an estimation of strata-
level residuals.59 60
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